Food Systems: sustainable, diverse, resilient, and productive; Soils

Trade Policies reshaped & food price volatility

Inclusive decision-making processes

Smallholders empowered

Hunger and malnutrition addressed

Food Systems: Reduced losses and waste

Themes that need an increased focus?
Guidance on Multi-stakeholder Assessments by the Committee on World Food Security

Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)

Multi-stakeholder assessments of sustainable food production and food security

Action and Policies conducive to implement sustainable agriculture
UNPCA events: setting the scene
- Feb Thun Debate: WASH, SE4ALL
- Mar HL event: role of women, youth and civil society
- Apr Thun Debate: role of partnerships
- Apr Thun Debate: ensuring peaceful and stable societies
- May HL event: South-South, North-South, triangular coop, ITGs
- Jun HL event: Human Rights, rule of law

OWG on SDGs
- Jan 6-10
- Mar 3-7
- Apr 15-16
- May 12-16
- Aug 4-8
- Sep 20-23

HLPF
- Jun 30-July 9
- Jul Annual HLPF

Climate
- Feb 6
- Apr 4-15

CSO
- Feb 6
- Apr 28/29
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